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I wanted to clear up two or three very dysfunctional things that were put forth and 
confused a lot of people here. There are useless and disinformation, and have to 
be put in their own place to avoid further issues.  
 
For one, it has been said that "One should go with the race that they feel more 
attracted towards". Ignorance here has been used even by the instructors and 
finders of these useless solutions, in what is material reality, and not a matter of 
feeling or any liberal sentimentality. Larping about how one 'is all about race' and 
pseudospiritualizing these matters where denying the evident isn't going to cut 
the deal either. As such these have to be put in proper context.  
 
Race is far from a subject of what one likes or what dislikes. Anyone who has all 
the features of a black person but a little hue up the skin, equal to bleaching, did 
not suddenly become "White". Likewise, people who are half or race mixed, 
should simply go not "Where they feel like", as of course, due to brainwashing, 
most will decide to go with someone who will eventually breed out their race, but 
go where they have been mixed and where their bloodline will be restored faster 
in full power.  
 
For example, in the case of a person who is half black, half white, if they go mate 
with "Whites" whom of course everyone will choose based on brainwashing, the 
"White" person in this union merely goes extinct. So the bullshit that started from 
some corrosive individual on go 'where you feel is best' is a train that leads to the 
same conclusive result as race mixing in itself.  
 
Alternatively, if the person who is 'half black half white' chooses a person from 
Spain, Brazil, or many other places, where people are in the hundreds of billions 
in their ancestry already part black or part white, or has children with the Black 
race, the next generation of children will be instantly restored.  
 
Likewise, the meme that "Go where you feel is best" is only a yet another liberal 
concoction as part of a greater disinformation campaign that was going on in our 
midst to loosen out what Satan wants to be fixed as the earth's axis. Race hardly 
has to do with any 'feelings' and 'going where you feel is best'. Loose minded 
people can feel as if they were fish or mermaids, but they cannot go live 
permanently into an aquarium. Reality has to be respected, where nature is 
concerned, for our better wellbeing.  
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In the case where one of the above example half white half black person, takes a 
"White" person as a partner, this will take and put in the gutter, progressively, 4 
generations of white men or women, in the attempt to "Re-whiten" a line, a thing 
which will eventually not happen. This generates not only dead white people, but 
also, of course, one can be sure that their so called 'descendants' will marry 
Whites or will have the same objective for 're-whitening' a line.  
 
Aka, it's all bullshit and MUH DICK and how one likes to have specific people to 
extinct them for personal preference, and pretending as a bitch that this is done 
for some sort of spiritual or racial concern. One is eventually race-mixing in the 
name of stopping race mixing, which is just another dumb absurdity and 
retardation. And of course, this amount of hypocrisy does not sit well with beings 
who are superior and don't want humanity to delay and self-destroy racially, or 
have their spiritual students turn into shit just because of MUH Dickism's.  
 
This is a waste of time, wasted human material from both races, and incessant 
hypocrisy. It's better for one to go be a liberal and admit that they are a piece of 
dogshit, than to pretend the above in an attempt to bridge their pornified 
mentality, their need to engage in race mixing, and take gambling on life as if life 
was of lesser importance.  
 
The bringing back of a line or continuing it as a person is can happen easily and 
efficiently in simply one generation. In the above example of a person being half 
black and half white, if they get a same person (such as many Latinas for 
example) the situation is fixed instantly in one generation. This also is great and 
unproblematic for the offspring, will not cause any identity dissonance, and they 
will be member of their respective tribe instantly. 
 
The same thing is if one has a black partner, as the black will dominate instantly 
the genes and the children will return back to being black in one generation 
without any observable issues, and without harming the 'black people' in anyway. 
The ideal choice here would be however for someone to find someone the same 
as them.  
 
This obsessive compulsive need to turn everything "White" is just nonsense, and 
many people who are not White have it simply because they have been 
drummed into racial self hate, but also hate for Whites, both of which are 
expressed by the need to race mix.  
 
"Racial Order" does not have to be looked as the enemy instructs with a "Better" 
on the top and a "Worse" of the bottom of any people. Traditionally, all races 
looked at others in this way, and that is undeniable. Africans looked at Whites as 
inferiors, Asians believed they are better than all other races, Whites also have 



had the same. This is natural and it deals with one's confidence and sometimes 
"Nationalism".  
 
But the above has nothing to do in regards to the natural axis of things. In that 
case, the races are put on a vertical line. When one asks "What race do they 
belong in", or evaluate themselves, one is not valuating themselves as an 
"INDIVIDUAL", who ranks "HIGHER OR LOWER" in regards to race, but rather, 
one seeks to find out where they fall into the natural order of things.  
 
We do not seek to instate who is "BETTER", as the races are different, we just 
seek to put things in their place for the betterment and harmony for all. In plain, 
you do not value your value as a being when you evaluate your race. You just 
see where you 'fall' into this vertical line. Are you closer here, or there. That's all 
there is to it.  
 
The enemy made people scared of the above, but they practice it relentlessly. 
They do DNA testing from certified Israeli corps that won't lie to them, look for 
genetic factors of themselves, practice eugenics, and everything else. These 
practices are pretty normal and go with the times. These are made as abnormal 
only in the minds of the people who are brainwashed to self-hate, and not 
understand how this goes.  
 
Nobody has to become "White" or have in their mind "White" or any other race as 
the "Ideal standard". It is not the ideal standard for anyone but itself. Likewise, all 
other races, in their beauty and individuality, are their very own standard. 
Comparing people is bizarre, as in the end of the day, everyone is more attracted 
to their 'own' people. This is unconscious. The pornified brainwashing aside, this 
is also emotional, hormonal, and natural. Each race has to look after their own, 
and have their own ideal standards of what is ideal in beauty, taste, and 
everything else.  
 
As another note, the "Yezidis" and many other people who have been talked to 
as "White" are in many cases below 15% White. A person who looks like a 
person from India, or who looks totally Chinese but has blue eyes, is not in any 
way White. Likewise, an Albino from Africa is not White, to give a stupid example. 
There are people in India with lighter skin but this doesn't make them White. The 
same is for many people who are Arabic. In these cases, one can be "Very 
White" but they are not really "White" in their entirety. People who have "Some" 
white blood in them aren't made White as a default.  
 
"White Skin" or lighter skin does not make you "Whiter" either. People in Africa 
are not that infrequently born with "Lighter" skin but that doesn't make them any 
less African. This is common especially in women, which in all races, do display 



a paler skin. This can be inherited on the children, but only as a change of level, 
and not as a change of 'race'.  
 
This was tied into the another lie mentioned above that where one will go mate is 
an aspect of "Go where you feel is best". This is the easy socialist liberal answer 
to answer a thing that is clearly biological. There is no sentimentality here, 
naturally, these things are solid. Likewise, loose interpolations were made to 
prove something as something that which is NOT. This picture below was used 
to show that Yezidis were "White", but the reality is, this "Yezidi" child is only one 
in a thousand. The hair is clearly bleached or colored.  
 
The existence of an "Arabian" race has been disputed, but yes, it exists, as a 
blanket term. Arabs are now for thousands of years their very own subgroup of 
people, who share common characteristics. You can see an Arab in the street 
and understand they are Arabic from miles away, even if dressed in another way, 
but the same doesn't happen when you see a Polish person and a German 
person. Arabs are a distinct sub-race for thousands of years now that has formed 
as a result. Emotional sentimentality and calling them of all things "White" do not 
change biology. 
 

 
 
The Yezidis in their majority look like this: 
 



 
 
The above is not White. And guess what guys they do not NEED to be anything 
but what they are. We are supposed to be what we are. It doesn't have to be 
either, to prove anything. In every tribe where at some time immemorial there is 
some sort of blood from some other race, some features may re-emerge, such as 
let's say a pair of blue eyes. The Yezidis are a race that has from some time 
immemorial some part of White blood, but that's it. They are not 'White'. They can 
be compared to some other Arabs and one can say they are a bit 'whiter' but 
that's it. They do not have Norse characteristics or anything related.  
 
White and racial matters in general have to be stopped to look as some form of 
dumb competition to get a percent of something as if one is to go to heaven by 
gaining more points of x color. This practice is common in a lot of places and 
puts everyone in a state of competition in regards to race, which is something 
people cannot really alter. This makes people 'attracted' to others whom they 
consider subconsciously the 'ideal' of the human race, and leads to race mixing, 
ironically producing only the same results as the self-hatred and extinction of a 
species that practiced into this.  
 
In race mixed regions in the past, this comes either from rape, abduction of white 
women, or race traitors, or dumb socialistic individuals who treated their blood as 
if it were nothing and went to 'mate' with anything they found as if giving free 
welfare for the oppressed or something. The last category only matters lately, 
and in most cases, the 'mixing' was not at all voluntary.  
 



The same notion was projected of "For All" with gradual corrosion of all the 
boundaries that make Satan, SATAN and the Gods in general, as being "givers 
to all without borders", and this was later projected as some sort of "White blood 
everywhere where everyone must compete to have some White blood", since it's 
"holy", and yadda yadda, bullshit. These people who made this exaggeration are 
clearly dumb.  
 
Race mixing, which is the pariah of the ancient religion that Satan instated based 
on truth and nature, is a pariah low level practice, chandala level of 
consciousness, and a practice that is detestable and destructive to everyone 
involved. The existence of said 'proofs' of blood of one people into another is not 
some sort of 'celebration', let alone any that any True Satanist would like to see 
into this world. A true Satanist would understand that races need to reach the 
highest point of perfection in their own way, and not 'celebrate' the above.  
 
One opens a history book and they understand that people never really mix 
without brainwashing or by the sword, into a percent as to disappear, because 
this is unnatural. The more this practice happens, the more 'we' as a civilization 
have to look at to what is going wrong, aka, the jews in our present case.  
 
On the other hand, they are also frivolous liars and hypocrites who had the nerve 
to come here and preach from a podium all these above memes, as they pretend 
to at the same time, pretend to support some murky versions of 'racial hygiene' 
where everything non White was to be called White, and everything 'in the 
middle' was to be called 'right or left' so they are not unmasked and destroyed as 
blatant incapables with their very own disinfo agenda, or in plain slang, 
infiltrators.  
 
"I don't condone race mixing, but hey I do, do as you see fit". In many things in 
life there are no middle lines, either one is with, or one is against.  
 
Many of these racial mixtures happened in wars, and the Ancient Aryan culture 
was about racial hygiene or in simple words racial health and to mate with one's 
race, and not some sort of alien statement of a "Passing Aryan Race" that was 
going around and giving genetics as if they were a socialistic gift for 'mankind' as 
some sort of some 'great plan'. These were the pariahs and the lowlifes who 
engaged in this practice, the outcasts, and those who have not understood what 
it means to retain one's self to a proper standard. Then the rapists, abductors, 
and other said types.  
 
If the so called "Breeding" was that systematic in any acceptable manner, the 
majority of people in the Middle East and in many other races would now be 
"White" at a stunning percent, and you wouldn't have to dig in tens of thousands 



of people to find just one or two "Kind of white" people in the Middle East. But it 
was not. It was a criminal offense. Even in the Roman times, it was a brutal 
criminal offense to engage in this practice, even if abroad, and even if one 'never 
brought any kids' back to Rome.  
 
The end result is the same from all points of outlook. These are unnatural 
choices leading to unnatural and problematic situations, especially on the 
progeny. Of course, these people couldn't be more careless, as is usual of many 
of these 'muh dick' or 'muh vegana' types.  
 
This is also why the majority of people in the regions where White people 
'passed', only have miniscule of White blood, to the point of closely nonexistent, 
and at this point and aren't looking like second Europe. Regardless, many of 
these people made their own choices later, to maintain and keep somehow their 
own racial integrity, which has some people having to a minor extent some White 
blood. This was part of their own eugenic program or outlook. 
 
Much of this mixing on the world is also quite 'recent', and does not extend as 
many as tens of thousands of years back in time. For one, this defiles the doers, 
for two, this extinct the victims. It was never the intention of Whites to do either to 
anyone else, in contrast to how many others see the matter today where they try 
to "breed dis queef" to make another go extinct during what is allegedly peace 
time. Peace time with demographic extinction does not really coincide. From the 
scope of the traditional Aryan culture, this is an abomination practice, and only 
delays the evolution of everyone involved, and creates an irreversible situation 
where people that could create more of their people are permanently lost.  
 
The Aryans had a racial code of conduct out of respect for the very biology of 
other people and not seeking to destroy or ruin them. At least this was the 
common line. Compare this to the jews who want everyone mixed until they have 
three livers and four kidneys, and you will understand how each respective group 
of people sees this planet.  
 
Of course, this does not affect the people who are born out of this, i.e. the 
offspring of this practice, and that is perfectly logical that this is not the case that 
the offspring is 'bad'. What one is solely responsible for is how they will act by 
their own choice and decision. One has done nothing wrong simply because they 
were born. However, what we do with this very birth and how we conduct 
ourselves to the advancement or destruction, drawing back, or advancing this 
world really matters. It also matters from a biological standpoint.  
Everyone can develop, and everyone can eventually evolve, become a master, 
have advanced progeny, and everything else imaginable. However, the 
consensus is that people should make the CLEVER decisions, and especially, 



the spiritual people, in racial matters, to ACCELERATE our evolutionary way and 
HARMONIZE it. People who are great are to take clever decisions based on 
clever knowledge they possess.  
 
Now, before people ask, "How many people did engage into this?". Very few. A 
very few people who have said relationships, in the passing of time, can generate 
different races of people. Even one hundred people in the old times engaging in 
said relationships would be enough today, many generations later, to create 
possibly tens or more thousands of people. This is how many newer subraces 
were created. And that is fine at this point as these races have 'solidified'. This is 
why Arabs and many other larger ethnic groups are now 'distinct' and prominent, 
and have solidified as their own types of people. Not all arabs are the same, but 
they are a same categorization with very similar traits in all ways.  
 
The same goes for Europeans, people in the continent are White European, with 
certain deviancy of some people who are strained, but that's it. Even Africans 
have went through a similar process. Contrary to popular belief, not all Africans 
are all the 'same'. Different tribes have different emotional, physiological, mental 
and general traits. They all classify as African people, but they have a lot of 
differences. For example, Kenyan women are still regarded as some of the most 
'beautiful' women in Africa, and they are not the same as the people from Congo. 
Yet, all constitute a greater 'African race'.  
 
The Gods have helped everyone who was true to them, befriended and guided 
Gentiles for centuries, and gave us the spiritual and material science to 
understand how we are to handle ourselves as species to prosper and advance.  
 
A lot of people who are considered gods and goddesses or extremely beautiful or 
charismatic even today, in all races in regards to their beauty, attractiveness, or 
other superior abilities (we do not formally call them that way anymore) are 
products of the application of conscious or unconscious eugenics, development, 
and beautifully stacking life to where it manifests better. To make this conscious 
is to practice eugenics.  
 
Lastly, trying to 'metaphysicalise' everything is as jewish as jewish hyper-
materialism. One cannot, and does NOT need to try to have hopeless dreams of 
'changing' their race, self-hating their features, and damning themselves because 
they have a mind out of control that takes weird things as standards and self 
damns. One does not need to "whiten" or "blacken" from meditation.  
Self-hatred is a mental problem that anyone can have, despite of race or 
whatever. Depending on what 'reasoning' is put in front of self-hatred, a lot of 
people heap this tendency into just about anything, from finances, to ironically 
truths about race. Self-hatred is not really related to what one is, but just a 



random problem. In other words, if one self-hates, anything from race to features 
to themselves will seem as an excuse. Meditation evens things out here and 
heals the soul and mind.  
 
At best, meditation will only better what one is, and that is the whole point, and 
not 'change' someone as if someone was born a wolf and turn them into a lion. 
Likewise, part jewish slugs cannot be turned into Gentiles. Do nose jobs, edit 
genes, jump from cliffs to make your legs better, pluck eyeballs out, you will 
never be 'Aryan', 'Black' or 'Asian'.  
 
The irony is the jews walk literally unhinged in being the most hideous beings this 
planet has created, even 'proudly' of their jewishness, and Gentiles who all have 
valuable natural beauty, a strong soul, and generally every trait that the jews 
were always jealous for, are constantly guilt tripped to want something else. 
When you radiate with a powerful self-acceptance, you will understand we are 
blessed to be created by the Gods in our differences, and understand the 
importance for each to drag their own way.  
 
Now that these jewish interpolations that were put to an end from their attempts 
to be embed strongly into a lot of material here are cleared up, everyone can 
have a clear perspective, finally relax, let go, and see matters as they are without 
tainting or self-created drama.  
 
A greater era awaits when humanity moves past the jewish mental viruses, which 
only create pain, lack of fun, and suffering for everyone involved. 
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